
As the demand for enterprise-grade self-service expands, businesses
face numerous challenges in delivering a service catalogue and portal
that meets modern expectations. From crafting a professional
appearance to ensuring a seamless user experience, the hurdles can
seem insurmountable. SMS Catalogue Clarity is designed to navigate
these complexities with ease, offering a clear, actionable pathway to
excellence. 

Contact SMS for further Information: www.servicemanagementspecialists.com/call | ask@servicemanagementspecialists.com

The expanding demand for enterprise-grade self-service reveals common hurdles: 
Delivering a professional-looking service catalogue and portal. 
Creating consistent user experiences for service requests. 
Engaging staff with the service catalogue and portal. 
Presenting services in an easily navigable, logical format. 
Reducing complex click-through options.

Catalogue Clarity
Elevate  Your Service  Catalogue and Service  Portal

Unlock the full potential of your IT Service Catalogue and Portal with
SMS Catalogue Clarity. Our proven methodology assesses, reviews,
and creates a custom improvement plan, transforming your service
delivery into a streamlined, user-friendly experience.

Transform your Service Catalogue &
Service Portal into a Strategic Asset    

The Demand for Enterprise Grade Services

Benefits to your organisation

The SMS Catalogue Clarity Approach:

Comprehensive Assessment:
Gain a deep understanding of
your current state and
potential with our 6-point
evaluation. 

Customised Improvement
Plan: Receive a bespoke plan
that targets your specific needs
and sets clear, achievable
milestones. 

Strategic Implementation:
With our guidance, bring your
improvement plan to life,
witnessing tangible
enhancements in performance
and user satisfaction.

Who is it for?
Discover how SMS Catalogue Clarity can benefit companies of all sizes,
particularly IT Managers and Directors, Service Desk Managers,
Business Architects, IT Strategists, IT Operations Managers, Business
Unit Heads, Corporate Services Managers, and Chief Operating
Officers looking to elevate their Service Catalogue and Service Portal.

Elevate your Service Catalogue and Service Portal with precision. Contact SMS today to discover how SMS
Catalogue Clarity can transform your IT service delivery and streamline operations.

Overcome Common Challenges with Catalogue Clarity 

6 Point Assessment Improvement Plan  
Development 

Improvement Approach
Walkthrough

DATA SHEET

A single-page infographic summarising key insights and findings. 

A comprehensive Service Catalogue and Portal Improvement Plan, including an approach and project plan
covering the 6 key points. 

Our team is ready to guide you
through every step of the journey,

ensuring your IT Service Catalogue and
Portal not only meet but exceed the
expectations of your users and align
seamlessly with your business goals. 

You’ll receive:


